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Abstract—
User-level threads have been widely adopted as a means of achieving lightweight concurrent execution without the costs of OSlevel threads. Nevertheless, the costs of managing user-level threads represent a performance barrier that dictates how fine grained
the concurrency exposed by an application can be without incurring significant overheads; this in turn may translate into insufficient
parallelism to exploit highly parallel systems.
This article is a deep dive into the fundamental costs in implementing user-level threads. We first identify that one of the highest
sources of fork-join overheads stems from deviations, events that incur context switching during the execution of a thread and disrupt
a run-to-completion execution. We then conduct an in-depth investigation of a wide spectrum of methods with respect to how they
handle deviations while covering both parent- and child-first scheduling policies. Our methodology involves a comprehensive instructionand cache-level analysis of all methods on several modern CPU architectures. The primary finding of our evaluation is that dynamic
promotion methods that assume the absence of deviation and dynamically provide context-switching support offer the best trade-off
between performance and capability when the likelihood of deviation is low.
Index Terms—Multithreading, Multitasking, Scheduling, User-Level Threads, Context Switch, Task Parallelism
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I NTRODUCTION

M

ULTITHREADING is the predominant form of parallelism to exploit modern highly parallel multicore
and many-core processors. On self-bootable systems, such
as traditional servers and the second generation Intel MIC
accelerators, the majority of programming systems map
their threading abstractions to OS-level threads (e.g., most
systems target the POSIX Threads (Pthreads) specification,
which itself maps Pthreads to OS-level threads). This approach is known to be too heavyweight to exploit dynamic,
irregular, and massive parallelism because of its expensive
thread management involving OS kernel operations. Hence,
numerous studies have proposed lightweight implementations of threads that bypass the OS layer and rely mostly
on user-space operations. In this paper, we call these implementations user-level threads (ULTs).1 Numerous production
and research threading libraries including major production OpenMP runtimes (as tasks) [1], [2], [3], Qthreads [4],
Nanos++ [5] (used in OmpSs [6]), Converse [7] (used in
Charm++ [8]), Filaments [9], MassiveThreads [10], and Argobots [11] have adopted ULTs as an implementation of
abstract parallel units.
Despite ULTs being more lightweight than OS-level
threads, managing ULTs remains a runtime overhead that
should be minimized since it dictates how fine-grained work
executed by threads can be. For instance, if we assume that
an application can tolerate at most 5% threading overheads
and that thread management costs average 1µs, then thread
granularity (in terms of time to execute a unit of work)
must be at least 20µs. For the application to decompose
work into more fine-grained portions (e.g., to express more
1
Literature on a parallel programming model tends to refer to such
a lightweight parallel unit as a “task”, while their underlying implementations are often discussed as “threads.” This paper focuses on
implementations and thus uses “threads” and “ULTs”.

parallelism), threading overheads must be reduced.2 There
is a lower bound on these overheads that is related to supporting the most basic form of concurrency, which requires
managing thread descriptors and allowing basic scheduling
primitives, such as fork and join operations. Beyond these,
we identified that supporting context switching is the next
most significant source of overheads.
A context switch involves a ULT (current) jumping to
another ULT (target) by restoring an execution context of
the target often after saving the context of the current
ULT. Context switching is necessary in order to support
complex control flows such as yielding threads of execution
(e.g., pthread yield() provided by Pthreads), intermediate
termination (e.g., pthread exit()), efficient synchronization
(e.g., pthread cond wait()), and child-first scheduling [12].
Given the practical importance of context switching, several
threading runtimes made it compulsory and thus pay the
associated performance overheads regardless of the application control flow [5], [7], [10]. Others are more mindful
of the context-switching overheads and thus focus on minimizing them by giving up the context-switching capability
altogether [1], [2], [3], [9]. A few runtime systems expose
both models as distinct language or runtime abstractions so
that users can choose either of them based on application
requirements [4], [11].
Our first take at this problem showed that it is possible to
dynamically provide the context-switching capability later
when needed [13]. We referred to this type of method as a
dynamic promotion technique. Our prior study was based on
a direct correlation between yielding and context switching;
that is, a context switch triggered by a yield operation requires thread promotion. This observation was biased by the
parent-first scheduling assumption, however, which does
2
Example: reducing granularity to 10µs with the same overhead
tolerance of 5% requires lowering threading overheads to 0.5µs

thd_desc_t *create_thd(void (*f)(void *), void *arg);
void join_thd(thd_desc_t *thd);
void yield_thd(void);

(a) Threading operations that appear in this paper. RtC does not support
a yield operation (yield thd()) since it requires a context-switching capability (Section 2.1). Other operations such as intermediate termination
and synchronization primitives (e.g., a barrier and a mutex) are omitted
since they do not appear in our example codes.
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void comp(void *arg) { [...]; }
// A parallel version of the following loop:
// for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) comp(args[i]);
void parallel_loop(void **args, int n) {
thd_desc_t *thds[n];
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) // fork ULTs.
thds[i] = create_thd(comp, args[i]);
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) // join ULTs.
join_thd(thds[i]);
}

(b) Example code using create thd() and join thd().
Fig. 1. Basic threading API of a user-level threading library we use in this paper and example code with this API.

Furthermore, our deeper evaluation with a microbenchmark
reveals that the number of created ULTs also affects the
performance trade-off. As a result, this paper depicts a comprehensive picture of the performance vs. capability tradeoff between user-level threading techniques regarding stack
allocation strategies, scheduling policies, CPU architectures,
and thread counts, which helps programmers select the best
threading methods that fit their hardware architectures and
application workloads.

not apply to child-first scheduling [12]. To capture causes
of thread promotion regardless of the scheduling policy,
this paper borrows the notion of deviation from Spoonhower
et al. [14]. This concept lets us shed light on the fundamental
causes of thread promotion in various patterns of execution
as well as helps us design thread management methods
that reduce the corresponding overheads. We then evaluate the performance characteristics of a large spectrum of
user-level threading methods with representative real-world
codes and link their execution patterns to probabilities of
deviation. Our primary finding is that dynamic promotion
techniques exhibit the best trade-off between performance
and capabilities when the chances of deviation are low.
Specifically, the contributions of our paper are as follows:
• Identifying deviation as the fundamental cause that incurs context-switching and thus imposes the associated
fork-join overheads when implementing ULTs;
• In-depth characterization of the performance vs. capability trade-off with respect to the probability of deviation while covering all feasible methods for building
a generic threading library, including a few methods
missing from prior literature;
• Identifying stack management as an orthogonal dimension to the problem and demonstrating its applicability
to several threading techniques and its tremendous
effect on performance and memory usage;
• Highly optimized implementations of all methods
within the same threading library (Argobots [11]) for
a fair comparison of all the threading techniques;
• Coverage of major hardware architectures in the highperformance computing community—Intel Skylake, Intel Knights Landing (KNL), ARM 64, and IBM POWER8
processors—to highlight the importance of lightweight
user-level threading techniques for architectures that
employ less powerful cores and have larger thread
contexts;
• Evaluating all the threading methods with N-body, machine learning, and graph analytics codes, in which deviations happen during execution. The results indicate
that dynamic promotion techniques that defer context
management until a deviation happens show the best
performance vs. capability trade-off when deviations
are unlikely.
This manuscript is an extension of the conference paper
previously published by the authors [13]. This paper has
more comprehensive coverage by including new threading methods (with respect to stack allocation timing and
scheduling policies) and a wider range of modern hardware
architectures. In addition, the notion of deviation captures
causes of context switching outside a yield operation. Our
experiments with the new POWER8 implementation highlight the efficacy of dynamic promotion techniques on different hardware with the corresponding calling conventions.

Scope of the Paper
We explore neither a granularity control technique that
serializes threads [15], [16] nor a scheduling technique that
improves memory locality and alleviates scheduling overheads (e.g., thread pool contention) [17], [18]; our approach
tackles the granularity issue from a different aspect by
minimizing threading overheads, which can coexist with
granularity control strategies and scheduling methods proposed in the previous studies. We do not discuss other
parallel programming paradigms (e.g., an event-driven programming model [19]); the focus of our work is a common
multithreaded programming model. The target of this work
is user-level threading techniques to build a generic threading library without source-to-source translations, compiler
modifications (e.g., Cilk [20]), or kernel modifications (e.g.,
Cilk-M [21]).
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Our explanation in this work is based on a threading library
with a simplified API sketched in Fig. 1, which can be
found in most threading libraries. Among functions listed
in Fig. 1a, fork and join are the most basic operations;
a fork function (create thd()) creates a ULT, and a join
function (join thd()) waits for the completion of a given
ULT and frees its resource.3 A thread pool is a data structure
to keep ready ULTs. A ready ULT is popped from a thread
pool and executed by a scheduler that runs with its own
stack on the corresponding OS-level thread (worker). Our
following explanation assumes a work-stealing model [23]
for load balancing; each worker has its own thread pool and
attempts to steal a ready ULT from another worker’s pool if
needed (e.g., when its local pool is empty).4 This fork-join
mechanism is powerful enough to parallelize several parallel patterns including a parallel loop presented in Fig. 1b.
3
We do not impose fully strict computation [22] and allow arbitrary
synchronization operations (including a barrier and a mutex) between
threads in order to maintain flexibility and generality.
4
This paper does not assume a specific implementation of thread
pools and work-stealing algorithms.
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Consider the simplest thread implementation that supports only fork and join. The essence of fork and join operations is a schedulable function that can be detached from the
current execution context and later invoked. Compared with
a function call, minimal additional operations to implement
such ULTs are twofold: (1) a thread descriptor that stores
completion status, a function pointer, and its argument and
(2) a scheduling mechanism that keeps thread descriptors
and runs a ready ULT, both of which are fundamental for
detaching and deferring the execution of the function. A
threading method that satisfies only these requirements is
the simplest and most lightweight. This technique, however, abandons all threading features that require a context
switch; that is, once scheduled, such a ULT does not stop
until completion. Hence we call it a run-to-completion thread
(RtC). We first explain the implementation of RtC and show
why RtC can only run to completion. We then describe how
to overcome the limitation of RtC.
2.1
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Fig. 4. Pseudo assembly code of user-level context switch.

an invocation of another RtC thread would overwrite the
call stack of the previous RtC thread. This scheduler-thread
welding deprives RtC of threading features that require an
independent invoker’s context; unsupported features are
not only yielding but also intermediate termination, efficient
synchronization, and child-first scheduling. This limitation
critically lowers the practicality of RtC.
2.2

1 void scheduler() {
2
while (true)
3
if (thd_desc_t *thd = pop_pool())
4
thd->f(thd->arg) // schedule thd.
5 }

Fig. 2. Pseudocode of RtC.

1. call

ULT’s
stack

Thread with Full Threading Capabilities

RtC lacks a context-switching capability because it bonds
contexts of a scheduler and a thread together. If their contexts are maintained independently, however, a ULT can
return to a scheduler at any point. A fully fledged threading
technique creates and maintains a thread context in order
to support full threading capabilities. Such a thread allows
efficient scheduling, but it suffers from context management
overheads. To understand the difference in performance
and capabilities between these two opposite threading techniques, we first explain user-level context switch, an essential operation to implement fully fledged threads. Our
implementation of user-level context switch follows that
of Boost C++ Libraries [24]; similar codes are found in
major threading packages, for example, in Qthreads [4],
Nanos++ [5], Converse [7], and MassiveThreads [10] as well
as Argobots [11]. We note that most ULT implementations
do not maintain signal masks and compiler-level threadlocal storage for every ULT, so they are shared among ULTs
running on the same worker. Figure 4 presents the pseudocode of user-level context switch. This implementation
represents a context as a single pointer to the call stack
(ctx t* in the figure) since all the other data are saved
at the top of the stack. Since a caller of switch ctx() is
responsible for saving and restoring caller-saved registers
before and after calling switch ctx(), switch ctx() itself
needs to manage only callee-saved registers (lines 2 and
7).5 This routine first saves all the callee-saved registers
including an instruction address on top of the stack (lines
2 and 3) and stores the current stack pointer in self ctx
(line 4). Then, switch ctx() updates the stack pointer to the
stack address pointed to by target ctx (line 5) and restores
the instruction address and the callee-saved register values
from the stack of the target in reverse order (lines 6 and 7).
The target, which is suspended in switch ctx(), is resumed
by jumping to the target instruction address (line 8). We note
that all of these operations are executed in the user space.
If a scheduler’s context has been saved properly,
switch ctx() enables a ULT to save its context and resume
a scheduler whenever it needs to return to a scheduler.
This method, however, is inappropriate for initiating a ULT
because switch ctx() takes target ctx that must have been

Run-to-Completion Thread (RtC)

Scheduler’s
stack

void switch_ctx(ctx_t **self_ctx, ctx_t *target_ctx) {
Push callee-saved registers // save the current context.
Push the parent instruction address
*self_ctx = stack_pointer
stack_pointer = target_ctx // restore the target context.
Pop the target instruction address to regA // regA is caller-saved.
Pop callee-saved registers
Jump to *regA
}

1. • Call ULT function.
2. • Run ULT body.
3. return 3. • Return to scheduler.

2. (body)

(Unused stack space)

Fig. 3. Flow of fork-join (RtC).

We present the pseudocode of RtC in Fig. 2 and its execution flow in Fig. 3. RtC requires only a thread descriptor
and a scheduler; on thread creation, RtC allocates a thread
descriptor that holds a function pointer and its argument
and pushes it to a thread pool. A thread in a pool is pulled
by a scheduler running on a worker and simply called on
top of the scheduler. Compared with an immediate function
call natively supported by programming languages, RtC
incurs overheads of thread descriptor management and
scheduling including thread pool operations, both of which
are indispensable costs to detach the execution.
Although RtC has the smallest fork-join overheads, it
lacks threading capabilities that require a context switch
because a simple function call welds together a scheduler
and an invoked thread; a scheduler that spawns an RtC
thread cannot be resumed while the invoked thread is
running. Consider a yield operation (yield thd() in Fig. 1a)
that returns the control from a ULT to a scheduler. In order
to restore the context of the scheduler, values of hardware
registers (including a stack pointer and an instruction address) must be reinstated. Nevertheless, RtC saves none of
them explicitly on invocation; thus, although these values
are possibly stored somewhere in the call stack of RtC as
instructed by a compiler, a threading library cannot retrieve
these values. Even if registers could be restored, because
the invoked RtC thread and the scheduler share the same
stack region, any stack growth caused by a function call or

5
Threading libraries must save and restore all callee-saved registers
specified by application binary interfaces (ABIs) because, without a
special compiler help, libraries are unable to obtain information about
which callee-saved registers are read after calling switch ctx().
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void start_ctx(ctx_t **self_ctx, void *stack, void (*f)(void *),
void *arg) {
Push callee-saved registers // save the current context.
Push the parent instruction address
*self_ctx = stack_pointer
stack_pointer = stack // start f on top of stack.
f(arg)
}
void end_ctx(ctx_t *target_ctx) {
stack_pointer = target_ctx // restore the target context.
Pop the target instruction address to regA // regA is caller-saved.
Pop callee-saved registers
Jump to *regA
}
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Fig. 5. Pseudo assembly code to start and finish thread contexts.

Fig. 7. Pseudocode of C-Full.

already initialized. This routine always saves the context
of the current ULT, but this action is unnecessary when a
ULT finishes because that ULT will never be resumed again.
To efficiently handle these cases, we split the functionality of switch ctx() and create two methods, start ctx()
and end ctx(), to start and finish contexts, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the pseudocodes of these functions. Their
implementations come from the first and the latter parts of
switch ctx(). start ctx() saves the context of the current
thread (lines 3–5) but freshly executes a function f() on
top of stack (lines 6 and 7), while end ctx() restores and
resumes the target context (lines 10–12) without saving the
current context.
Fully fledged threads that support the full threading capabilities are implemented with the three context-switching
functions described above. In reality, we can find two implementations of fully fledged threads that have been developed to support different scheduling policies; one is for
parent-first scheduling, and the other is for child-first scheduling.6 We first explain parent-first fully fledged threads and
then child-first threads.
2.2.1
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thread_local thd_desc_t *g_current_thread // worker-local variable.
thd_desc_t *create_thd(...) {
thd_desc_t *thd = allocate_thd_desc_t()
init_thd_desc(thd, ...)
thd->parent = g_current_thread
start_ctx(&g_current_thread, thd->stack, thd_wrapper, thd)
return thd
}
void thd_wrapper(thd_desc_t *thd) {
push_local_pool(thd->parent)
thd->f(thd->arg) // thd->f and thd->arg are given by users.
thd->is_finished = true
ctx_t *next_ctx = pop_local_pool_or_get_sched_ctx()
end_ctx(next_ctx) // child-first scheduling expects next == parent.
}

In this paper, we refer to the implementation of a fully
fledged threading technique with parent-first scheduling as
Full. Figure 6 shows the pseudocode of Full. The scheduler
first pops a ULT (thd) from a pool (line 4) and starts it by
start ctx() (line 7) if thd has not been executed previously;
otherwise it resumes thd by switch ctx() (line 9) since its
context has already been initialized. A user-given thread
function is called in a wrapper function thd wrapper()
(line 15) so that end ctx() is executed on completion (line
17) because a ULT invoked by start ctx() cannot return to
the parent scheduler just by a standard return procedure.
Since both start ctx() and switch ctx() save the
scheduler’s context in g sched ctx, the scheduler can be
resumed by switch ctx() or end ctx() at any time, thus
allowing yielding, intermediate termination, and efficient
synchronization. Child-first scheduling also requires userlevel context switch, as we describe in the next section.
2.2.2 Child-First Fully Fledged Thread (C-Full)
Child-first scheduling [12] is a different scheduling policy
from that of RtC and Full; under the child-first scheduling
policy, on thread creation, a parent thread yields to a child
thread, and the child pushes the parent into a thread pool
so that another scheduler can steal the continuation of the
parent ULT. After the child completes, it preferably jumps
back to the parent thread if the parent is still in the thread
pool. For instance, in Fig. 1b, a caller of parallel loop()
(i.e., a parent) pushes its continuation to a thread pool
and executes a child thread first on create thd() (line 7).
Parallelization is achieved by exposing a continuation of a
parent thread to other workers. If no work stealing happens,
the child returns to the parent context on completion and
the parent creates a next child thread in the loop (lines 6–7).
Since this child-first scheduling naturally executes threads
in sequential order (or depth-first order) if no work stealing happens, it is often adopted to parallelize divide-andconquer recursive algorithms for better locality [20], [22].
Such a child-first fully fledged thread, which we call C-Full
in this paper, can also be implemented with the contextswitching functions shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
The pseudocode of C-Full is presented in Fig. 7. C-Full
performs a context switch in a thread creation function
(create thd()); after allocating and initializing a thread
descriptor, a parent thread saves its context and jumps to
a child thread by start ctx() (line 6). The child pushes the
parent to a local thread pool (line 10) before running a usergiven thread function (line 11) to expose concurrency. On
completion, the child thread checks the next thread in the
pool, which is ideally the parent thread so that execution
order is depth-first. However, the child does not always
succeed in taking the parent because it might have been

Parent-First Fully Fledged Thread (Full)

thread_local ctx_t *g_sched_ctx // worker-local variable.
void scheduler() {
while (true)
if (thd_desc_t *thd = pop_pool()) {
if (!thd->is_started) {
thd->is_started = true
start_ctx(&g_sched_ctx, thd->stack, thd_wrapper, thd)
} else
switch_ctx(&g_sched_ctx, thd->ctx)
if (!thd->is_finished)
enqueue_pool(thd) // return thd to pool.
}
}
void thd_wrapper(thd_desc_t *thd) {
thd->f(thd->arg) // thd->f and thd->arg are given by users.
thd->is_finished = true
end_ctx(g_sched_ctx)
}

Fig. 6. Pseudocode of Full.

A parent-first scheduling policy is the same as the
scheduling order of RtC; on create thd(), a parent (i.e., a
caller) pushes a child thread to a thread pool and resumes
the execution of the parent itself, and later a scheduler
executes the child stored in the thread pool. For example,
in Fig. 1b, a parent thread that runs parallel loop() first
creates all child threads and pushes them to a thread pool
in the loop (lines 6–7). On join thd() (line 9), the parent
thread checks the completion of each child thread. If the
child thread is not completed (e.g., by this worker or other
workers), the parent cannot make progress and thus contextswitches to a scheduler and runs a ready ULT.
6
Parent-first scheduling is sometimes called help-first scheduling
while child-first is called work-first.
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either stolen by another scheduler or resumed by threading
operations (e.g., yield thd()). If this is the case, the child
thread jumps to another thread if it exists; otherwise, the
child thread returns to the scheduler (scheduler() in Fig. 6).
We note that C-Full has also the full threading capabilities
since all parent and child threads and schedulers maintain
their contexts independently.
Performance Comparison
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3. context switch

void kernel(void *yield_flag) {
if (yield_flag != NULL)
yield();
}
void microbenchmark(int n) {
void *yield_flags[N];
thd_desc_t *thds[N];
// n yield_flags are set to non-NULL, while 0 <= n <= N.
set_yield_flags(yield_flags, n);
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) // fork ULTs.
thds[i] = create_thd(kernel, yield_flags[i]);
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) // join and free ULTs.
join_thd(thds[i]);
}

Fig. 9. Microbenchmark that forks and joins N ULTs while random n out
of N ULTs encounter deviations invoked by yield thd().
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Restore stack pointer.
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Jump to scheduler.
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Fig. 10. Fork-join overheads on an Intel Skylake machine using a microbenchmark presented in Fig. 9 (N = 4,096). RtC shows the performance at D = 0% because RtC does not allow any deviation.

requiring context switch during execution (e.g., a yield
operation, intermediate termination, and synchronization)
and, in the child-first case, an event where a parent thread
is stolen by another scheduler. We note that no deviation is
allowed with RtC.
Figure 8 illustrates the execution paths of Full and C-Full
without deviation. Comparison of Fig. 8 with Fig. 3 shows
that both Full and C-Full incur the following additional
overheads compared with RtC, lowering the performance
of Full and C-Full even when no deviation happens.
1. Save callee-saved registers on ULT invocation
(start ctx()).
2. Restore callee-saved registers on ULT completion
(end ctx()).
3. Manage call stacks for thd->stack.
To quantify the performance difference, we created a
microbenchmark that controls the chances of deviation by
adding a yield operation. Specifically, we ran a microbenchmark that creates and joins N empty ULTs as shown in
Fig. 9. In this benchmark, n randomly chosen ULTs yield
once, so n/N % of ULTs encounter deviations. We define a
deviation possibility D as n/N and changed D by controlling n while fixing N to 4,096. We ran this microbenchmark
on a single core of an Intel Skylake processor (see Section 4
for details).
Figure 10 shows the fork-join overheads regarding the
deviation probability (D). Our result is the arithmetic mean
of all iterations. Because RtC does not allow deviation, we
draw a horizontal line which has the value at D = 0% (i.e.,
no deviation). The result shows that even when no deviation
takes place, the overhead of Full is 1.7x higher than that
of RtC because of the context management. We note that
although their scheduling policies are different, Full and
C-Full perform similarly because the expensive operations
including register and stack management are common.
Ideally, Full would perform as well as RtC when no
deviation occurs, and so would C-Full. However, it has been
an open question whether this performance gap is inevitable

(b) Flow of C-Full.
Fig. 8. Flow of fork-join when no deviation happens.

In both the parent- and child-first cases, the management of call stacks and callee-saved registers plays a key
role in supporting full threading capabilities and child-first
scheduling. In real applications, however, the ULT is often
executed as if it were just called by following a normal
function-call procedure; Full threads can finish without any
context switch during execution, and C-Full threads can just
run to completion and return to the parent thread.
To analyze the performance difference, we use a notion
of deviation appearing in [14]7 . A deviation in the work by
Spoonhower et al. [14] is defined as an event that prevents a
ULT from sequential execution (i.e., execution order where
all thread creations are inlined). Since sequential execution
is often most efficient in terms of memory locality [14],
[25], the number of deviations has been used as a metric
that represents how far the resulting parallel execution
differs from sequential execution. This idea works well
for child-first scheduling; the number of deviations can be
zero if neither work stealing nor yielding happens. If we
follow the original definition, however, all fork and join
operations of parent-first threads incur deviations because,
unlike child-first order, parent-first order is different from
sequential execution order even when a parent-first ULT
is executed in a run-to-completion manner. This paper,
therefore, generalizes the notion of deviation by defining
it as an event causing an execution that is different from
sequential execution except such an event on forking and
joining parent-first threads. With this definition, the number
of deviations under parent-first scheduling can be zero in a
case where no context switch happens during the execution
of a thread. Deviation includes any threading operations
7
We note that this is called differently in other literature; for
example, such an event is called “drifted” in [25].
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when employing full threading capabilities or whether other
threading techniques offer different performance and capability trade-offs. In the next section we analyze the performance discrepancy and investigate threading techniques
that exist between these two opposite directions, that are
more efficient than Full and C-Full when no deviation
happens, and that keep full threading capabilities.
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replaces the second context switch by a standard return procedure to reduce the context-switching cost on completion.
Figure 11 presents the pseudocode of a function that invokes RoC, and Fig. 12 illustrates its execution flow without
deviation. start ctx RoC() first saves callee-saved registers
(lines 3 and 4), changes a stack (lines 5 and 6) as start ctx()
does (Fig. 5), and directly calls a thread function f() (line 7).
If a created thread has not encountered a deviation, the
parent scheduler has never been resumed, so the RoC thread
can simply return to a scheduler without restoring calleesaved registers saved at lines 3 and 4 because they were restored by f(). Thus, start ctx RoC() can return to a scheduler by a return instruction.8 However, the scheduler cannot
simply be resumed by a return procedure if deviations
have happened because a deviation staled the callee-saved
registers saved in f(). In order to address this issue without
extra overheads, the return address stored in the call stack of
start ctx RoC() is updated to end ctx to sched() when
a first deviation happens; if the RoC thread has confronted
a deviation, start ctx RoC() does not directly return to the
scheduler but jumps to end ctx to sched() by return so
that the context of the scheduler can be properly restored
by end ctx() (line 11). We note that only the first deviation
needs to modify the return address, so succeeding deviation
events do not incur any overhead.
When D is 0%, RoC omits one context switch per
fork-join and successfully saves 24 instructions compared
with Full, achieving 16% less overheads than does Full.
However, RoC degrades performance when D is large (4%
worse at D = 100%) because when a deviation happens,
RoC performs the same number of context switches but
complicates the control flow.

T ECH -

In this section we analyze the performance gap between
fully fledged techniques (Full and C-Full) and RtC and
explore intermediate threading techniques. The analysis
uses the same microbenchmark presented in the preceding
section (Fig. 9) and progressively cuts down the overheads
of Full and C-Full at D = 0%. Each step of the analysis
finds a lightweight threading technique that has a different
trade-off between performance with and without deviation
and programming constraints.
3.1

Parent-First Scheduling

We first look at parent-first threading techniques. Our analysis reduces the overhead of Full toward that of RtC while
keeping the capabilities of Full. Instruction breakdowns
and performance data of all the parent-first methods are
summarized in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, respectively.
3.1.1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Removing Context Switch on Completion (RoC)

void start_ctx_RoC(ctx_t **self_ctx, void *stack, void (*f)(void *),
void *arg) {
Push callee-saved registers
Push an instruction address
*self_ctx = stack_pointer
stack_pointer = stack
f(arg) // a user function is directly called.
return
}
void end_ctx_to_sched(void) {
end_ctx(g_sched_ctx)
}

3.1.2

1 void start_ctx_SS(ctx_t **self_ctx, void *stack, void (*f)(void *),
2
void *arg) {
3
*self_ctx = stack_pointer
4
stack_pointer = stack
5
f(arg) // a user function is directly called.
6
return
7 }
8 void end_ctx_invoke_sched(void) {
9
stack_pointer = scheduler's stack_top
10
scheduler()
11 }

Fig. 11. Pseudo assembly code of context switch in RoC.

Scheduler’s
stack
1. context switch

3. return

ULT’s
stack

(Unused stack space)

2. (body)

•
•
1. •
•
2. •
3. •

Removing Context Switch on Invocation (SS)

Save register values.
Change stack pointer to ULT’s stack.
Jump to ULT.
Call ULT function.
Run ULT body.
Return to scheduler.

Fig. 13. Pseudo assembly code of context switch in SS.

Although RoC successfully skips register manipulations
on completion at D = 0%, saving a context on invocation
makes RoC slower than RtC. We save the scheduler’s context in order to resume it later, but if the scheduler does not
need to preserve its state including local variables and its
progress, we can freshly start a new one. We call this property of a scheduler statelessness. We propose a new threading
technique stack separation (SS) that separates stacks but does
not save a context of the scheduler on invocation, while this
technique requires a stateless scheduler.

(Unused stack space)

Fig. 12. Flow of RoC when no deviation happens. The difference from
Full (Fig. 8a) is written in italic.

Our instruction analysis shows a large difference in
instruction counts between Full and RtC at D = 0%; even
if no deviation occurs, Full performs context switch twice,
imposing as many as 50 instructions. The first context switch
from a scheduler to a ULT is necessary in order to make a
scheduler resumable at any point. If no deviation occurs,
however, the second manipulation of callee-saved registers
is unnecessary since the register values of the scheduler
are restored by a user-given thread function (thd->f()). A
return-on-completion technique (RoC) exploits the fact that
the first context switch is inevitable but the last one can be
omitted if no deviation takes place during execution; RoC

8
We assume a return mechanism similar to that of the x86/64
ABI [26]; a return instruction pops an instruction address from the call
stack and jumps to that address. Unlike the x86/64 instruction set [27],
however, several architectures including ARM [28] and POWER [29]
do not have such a multifunctional return instruction. Nevertheless,
their ABIs [30], [31] adopt similar calling conventions, which save an
instruction address at a predefined location at a stack frame boundary.
Thus we can implement the same algorithm on these architectures by
combining multiple instructions as most compiler-generated codes do
in a function epilogue.

6

Scheduler’s
stack
1. change
stack & call

can adopt LSA without changing their context-switching
algorithms. We refer to these techniques by adding a suffix
-L to their names.
We observe that Full-L, RoC-L, and SS-L achieve slightly
higher performance than do the original techniques by successfully reducing L1 and L2 cache misses at D = 0%; their
numbers of L1 and L2 cache misses are almost the same as
those of RtC. However, LSA adds 11 instructions to manage
a stack and a thread descriptor independently, so LSA possibly degrades performance on different machines that have
different instruction, memory, and cache costs. The results
also show that the advantage of LSA becomes negligible as
D gets higher since more ULTs need independent stacks;
as a result, the additional allocation operations incurred by
LSA lower the performance. We note that LSA promotes
stack reuse and thus can reduce the memory footprint when
D is small, which is evaluated in Section 4.1.4.

3. return
• Change stack pointer to ULT’s stack.

ULT’s
stack
2. (body)

1. • Jump to ULT.
• Call ULT function.

2. • Run ULT body.
3. • Return to scheduler.

(Unused stack space)

Fig. 14. Flow of SS when no deviation happens. The difference from
RoC (Fig. 12) is written in italic.

Figure 13 shows the pseudocode of SS. After changing
a stack pointer (lines 3 and 4), SS directly calls a thread
function (line 5). As illustrated in Fig. 14, if no deviation
happens, it returns to the scheduler with a standard return
(line 6) as RoC does. If a deviation occurs, the return address
in the call stack of the SS thread is updated so that SS
jumps to a function without restoring the outdated scheduler’s context. However, SS cannot resume the scheduler
by end ctx to sched() in Fig. 11 because SS does not
save the scheduler’s callee-saved registers. Instead, SS calls
scheduler() on the stack of the original scheduler, which
flushes all the local variables in the call stack and the
progress stored in an instruction address.
SS further reduces 14 instructions compared with RoC
when D is 0%, achieving 14% higher performance than
RoC does. However, SS lowers performance if a deviation
happens (7% slower than Full at D = 100%) because SS
essentially needs to rerun a scheduler from the beginning of
the function, which is unnecessary if the scheduler context
is properly saved.
Although SS performs better than Full and RoC at
D = 0%, SS imposes a programming constraint that requires a stateless scheduler, narrowing the applicability of
SS. A random work-stealing scheduler [23] can be implemented as stateless, but we note that not all schedulers are
trivially stateless; for example, a scheduler is not stateless if
it saves counters in local variables to select a victim of work
stealing or if it sleeps when work stealing fails continuously.
3.1.3

3.1.4

Removing Stack Change (SC)
Scheduler’s
stack

1. call

ULT’s
stack

1.
2.
3. return
& check 3.

•
•
•
•

Call ULT function.
Run ULT body.
Return to scheduler.
Check if ULT had deviation.

2. (body)

(Unused stack space)

Fig. 15. Flow of SC. The difference from SS (Fig. 14) is written in italic.

Threading overheads still exist in the stack management,
which fundamentally makes SS-L slower than RtC. If a
scheduler is stateless, however, a scheduler can be spawned
on top of the newly allocated stack, which eliminates management of both callee-saved registers and stacks. The technique that newly creates a scheduler has been adopted by
some runtimes [32], [33], [34]. We refer to this technique
as scheduler creation (SC). When an SC thread encounters a
deviation for the first time, it spawns a ULT with a new
stack and starts a scheduler on top of it. At the same time,
the original scheduler currently running the SC thread is
invalidated by updating a flag in order to keep the number
of active schedulers. On completion, a scheduler checks
the invalidation flag; if invalidated, it jumps to an active
scheduler using g sched ctx.
In addition to the requirement of a stateless scheduler
as SS and SS-L have, SC imposes a new constraint on the
stack size; because stacks are shared with SC threads and
schedulers, the stack size of all SC threads must be the same
as that of the scheduler, forcing users to adopt the largest
stack size that fits all threads in a program. This constraint
is significant when one application contains multiple types
of threads each of which requires a different stack size.
Figure 16 summarizes the instruction breakdowns with
and without deviation and Fig. 17 shows the performance
and cache misses of eight parent-first threading techniques.
Fig. 16a shows that at D = 0% SC adds only three instructions to check the invalidation flag. As a result, the
overhead of SC is as small as that of RtC at D = 0%
while SC supports all the threading capabilities that may
cause deviations. However, restarting a scheduler on a new
stack is expensive in terms of the number of instructions and
memory accesses; hence, SC shows the worst performance
among the seven methods at D = 100%.

Lazy Stack Allocation (Full-L, RoC-L, and SS-L)

SS remains slower than RtC. We observe that RtC incurs
fewer L1 and L2 cache misses than do the other techniques
at D = 0% because RtC accesses only the scheduler’s stack
while each invocation of Full, RoC, and SS touches an
independent call stack that is preallocated on creation. Such
an eager stack allocation strategy is common in practice to
facilitate management of a thread descriptor and a stack;
it allows a runtime to reduce memory management operations by allocating together thread descriptors and their
corresponding stacks (i.e., use part of a stack region as a
descriptor). Nevertheless, this practice increases the memory accesses since each ULT invocation accesses a different
stack area that is unlikely in caches. As a result, Full, RoC,
and SS increase L1 and L2 cache misses at D = 0%.
However, not all the ready ULTs need to have independent stacks; only simultaneously active ULTs require
independent stacks. To reduce the memory footprint, we
introduce a lazy stack allocation method (LSA) that decouples the management of thread descriptors and stacks and
assigns a stack at invocation time. Since most ULTs are
forked and joined sequentially when D is small, a call stack
can be reused across thread invocation. Full, RoC, and SS
7
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plicable to child-first techniques because creation and invocation are done in the same function (i.e., create thd()).
To promote stack reuse, we devise an eager stack release
method (ESR) that frees stacks not when threads are joined
(i.e., join thread()) but on completion of ULTs. ESR allows
consecutively spawned ULTs to reuse the same stack region
if no deviation happens; however, ESR needs to decouple
the management of thread descriptors and stacks, adding
extra overheads to handle them separately. We call this
technique C-Full-E.
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Although ESR imposes 11 instructions for independent
management of thread descriptors and stacks, C-Full-E successfully eliminates L2 cache misses and reduces L1 cache
misses, achieving an overall performance improvement of
13% when no deviation takes place. In addition, as will be
evaluated in Section 4.1.4, this stack reuse can dramatically
reduce the memory footprint when the deviation probability
is low. However, ESR fails to effectively reuse stacks and
degrades performance by additional stack and thread descriptor management as the deviation probability increases.
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Fig. 16. Instruction breakdown of fork and join operations on Skylake
(parent-first methods).
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3.2.2 Removing Context Switch on Completion (C-RoC
and C-RoC-E)
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Fig. 18. Pseudo assembly code of context switch in C-RoC.
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1. context switch
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(c) Number of L2 cache misses obtained by PAPI [35]
Fig. 17. Performance of the parent-first threading methods on Skylake.
Almost no L3 cache miss happens in this experiment because each ULT
accesses a small portion of a call stack; we therefore omit the data.

3.2

thd_desc_t *create_thd(...) {
thd_desc_t *thd = allocate_thd_desc_t()
init_thd_desc(thd, ...)
thd->parent = g_current_thread
start_ctx_RoC(&g_current_thread, thd->stack, thd_wrapper, thd)
if (stolen_by_another_worker)
*(thd->stack + RETURN_ADDRESS_OFFSET) = end_ctx_to_sched
return thd
}
void thd_wrapper(thd_desc_t *thd) {
push_local_pool(thd->parent)
thd->f(thd->arg) // thd->f and thd->arg are given by users.
thd->is_finished = true
ctx_t *next_ctx = pop_local_pool_or_get_sched_ctx()
if (next_ctx == thd->parent->ctx)
return
else
end_ctx(next_ctx)
}

25%

3. return

Child’s
stack

(Unused stack space)

2. (body)
(Unused stack space)

•
•
1. •
•
•
2. •
•
3. •

Save register values.
Change stack pointer to child’s stack.
Jump to parent.
Push parent to pool.
Call ULT function.
Run ULT body.
Pop ULT (=parent) from pool
Return to scheduler.

Fig. 19. Flow of C-RoC when no deviation occurs. We emphasize the
difference from C-Full (Fig. 8b) by italicizing it.

As Full-L does, C-Full-E manipulates callee-saved registers on both invocation and completion. Unlike parent-first
scheduling, child-first scheduling must preserve the context
of the parent ULT since it is controlled by the users. Hence,
child-first scheduling needs to maintain an independent
stack and manage callee-saved registers on invocation. If
no deviation happens, however, the parent thread can be
resumed by a return function using a return-on-completion
technique. This technique is applicable to both C-Full and
C-Full-E; we call them C-RoC and C-RoC-E, respectively.
Child-first return-on-completion techniques, however, need
to deal with a deviation caused by work stealing to the

Child-First Scheduling

In this section, we apply the same analysis methodology to
child-first techniques. We use the same microbenchmark to
evaluate their overheads. Their instruction breakdowns and
performance are summarized in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21.
3.2.1 Eager Stack Release (C-Full-E)
C-Full suffers from large L1 and L2 cache misses because
each ULT has an independent stack. LSA, which allocates
stack on invocation, seems promising to reduce cache misses
incurred by stack accesses. However, LSA itself is not ap8
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be caused by work stealing; even if no context-switching
operation is performed by the child ULT, the child may
not simply return to the parent ULT if the parent has been
stolen. To handle this case, the thief updates the return
address of the child (lines 6 and 7), which does not exist
in RoC. We note that there is no data race between an
update by a thief (line 7) and reading a return address
by a child (line 16) because the child ULT performs return
only after taking the parent ULT (line 14). As illustrated by
Fig. 19, C-RoC successfully removes callee-saved register
management on completion when no deviation takes place.
In addition to changing the stack management, C-RoCE requires a small modification to C-RoC because at line 7
in Fig. 18 a parent may update a child stack that has been
already freed under the ESR policy. A thread descriptor of a
child is, however, always available in create thd() since the
descriptor has not yet been returned to the caller of create thd(). C-RoC-E, therefore, does not access a return address
in the call stack but reads a member variable in a thread
descriptor. This change makes an update by a thief safe but
imposes additional overheads for reference in comparison
with directly manipulating values in a call stack at D = 0%.
The instruction breakdowns and performance of the four
child-first threading methods are summarized in Fig. 20 and
Fig. 21. Figure 20 shows that at D = 0% C-RoC and C-RoCE in total reduce 5 and 4 instructions compared with CFull and C-Full-E, respectively. However, C-RoC increases
the memory footprint because the complicated operations
in thd wrapper() require larger stack space, which increases
L1 and L2 cache misses. Overall, C-RoC is 10% slower than
C-Full even if no deviation happens. C-RoC-E overcomes
this issue of memory footprint by reusing stacks, which
successfully trims down the overhead by 29% compared
with C-Full at D = 0% while worsening performance by
7% at D = 100%.
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Fig. 20. Instruction breakdown of fork and join operations on Skylake
(child-first methods).

parent thread.9 Therefore, C-RoC and C-RoC-E need an
algorithm that allows a thief to update the return address
in the call stack of the child ULT.
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3.3

Table 1 shows the trade-off regarding performance and programmability. Full, Full-L, RoC, RoC-L, and all the childfirst threading techniques have no programming constraints
because they save a parent context, while SS, SS-L, and SC
require stateless schedulers. SC has an additional constraint
on stack size, which further narrows its applicability. RtC
supports no threading capability that requires a context
switch such as yielding, intermediate termination, and efficient synchronization. However, highly constrained threading techniques perform better if no deviation happens; in
the case of parent-first scheduling, RtC and SC perform
better than the others. We also note that in both parentand child-first cases, threading techniques that show better
performance at low D tend to perform worse at large D
because if deviation happens, dynamic promotion methods
that lazily manage the stack and callee-saved registers incur
extra overheads than do eager methods. We note that these
techniques can co-exist in a single threading library without
impacting other techniques. We will discuss how to choose
the best technique in Section 4.5.
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(c) Number of L2 cache misses obtained by PAPI [35]
Fig. 21. Performance of the child-first methods on Skylake. Higher levels
of caches do not suffer from cache misses in this experiment because
each ULT accesses a small portion of a call stack; we therefore omit the
data.

We first look at the algorithm of C-RoC. The pseudocode
of C-RoC is shown in Fig. 18. The first context switch
uses start ctx RoC() presented in Fig. 11; if no deviation
happens, the child ULT can return to the parent (line 16). As
RoC does, the first occurrence of any threading operation
that causes a deviation updates the return address stored
in the stack. In the case of C-RoC, however, deviations can

3.4

9

It does not happen with parent-first scheduling since a scheduler,
which corresponding to a parent in child-first scheduling, is never
stolen by another worker.

Coverage of Our Techniques

Table 2 summarizes the coverage of our analysis. An area
labeled with (*) in the table denotes an absence of practical
9

TABLE 1
Summary of the twelve threading techniques

Parent-First
ChildFirst

D = 0%
# of Register
Managements
2
2
1
1
0
0

Full (Fully Fledged Thread)
Full-L (Fully Fledged Thread (LSA))
RoC (Return on Completion)
RoC-L (Return on Completion (LSA))
SS (Stack Separation)
SS-L (Stack Separation (LSA))

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Change
stack?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SC (Scheduler Creation)

Yes

No

0

RtC (Run to Completion)
C-Full (Fully Fledged Thread)
C-Full-E (Fully Fledged Thread (ESR))
C-RoC (Return on Completion)
C-RoC-E (Return on Completion (ESR))

No
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0
2
2
1
1

LSA/ESR

# of Register
Managements
2

Yes

1
0
2

No

1
0

Overheads

Highest

Lowest

Highest
Lowest
Highest

Lowest

Lowest

Highest

Constraints
No
No
No
No
Scheduler must be stateless.
Scheduler must be stateless.
Scheduler must be stateless.
Stack size is shared.
No deviation is allowed.
No
No
No
No

associated with a thread descriptor.

TABLE 2
Coverage of our analysis
Change
Stack?

D = 100%

Overheads

LSA/ESR

Parent-First

Child-First

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Full
Full-L
RoC
RoC-L
SS
SS-L

C-Full
C-Full-E
C-RoC
C-RoC-E

(*1)

(*2)

4

E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of all the
threading techniques presented in the preceding sections
with a microbenchmark and three fine-grained parallel applications. All the parent- and child-first threading techniques were implemented in Argobots [11], a highly optimized user-level threading library. Our experimental environments are described in Table 3. All the programs were
compiled with -O3. We set the same stack size (64 KB
for ExaFMM and 16 KB for the others) to both ULTs and
schedulers to the advantage of SC. All results reported in
this paper are the arithmetic mean. The error bars in the
charts indicate the 95% confidence intervals.

(*3)
SC/RtC

techniques. In the following, we explain reasons why these
techniques are infeasible for general threading libraries.
Saving Registers (*1): Our analysis does not include
threading techniques that do not change a stack but explicitly maintain callee-saved registers on invocation. Intuitively, if a stack is shared between a parent and a scheduler,
resuming a scheduler is prohibitive since a scheduler can
potentially overwrite the invoked stack. On the other hand,
if we totally rerun a new scheduler as SC does, storing
callee-saved registers is pointless. In the past, however,
such techniques have been proposed for child-first scheduling [36], [37], [38], [39]. We note that these techniques are not
suitable for building threading libraries because compiler
modifications are required. We discuss their techniques in
Section 5.
Restarting Parent ULTs (*2): With parent-first scheduling, SS, SS-L, and SC restart a stateless scheduler on deviation. This technique is not applicable to child-first threads,
however, since parent ULTs are in most cases not stateless;
rerunning a parent ULT loses not only the result computed
by the parent ULT but also a child thread descriptor if the
parent is in the midst of the thread creation function. This
is an impractical restriction as a thread, so we do not show
child-first techniques that require stateless parent ULTs.
Eager Stack Management for SC (*3): From the viewpoint of stack management, SC follows the LSA policy;
SC allocates a stack for a scheduler not on creation but on
deviation. One might suggest allocating a stack and a thread
descriptor together on creation for SC, but such an eager
stack allocation strategy does not work for SC. Full, RoC,
and SS always keep the same pair of a stack and a thread
descriptor, while SC needs to decouple the management
of the stack and thread descriptor since a stack required
on deviation is assigned to a new scheduler, not a thread

4.1

Fork-Join Microbenchmark

We first evaluate the threading overheads with the forkjoin microbenchmark used in the preceding sections; the
code is presented in Fig. 9. This microbenchmark repeats
creating and joining N ULTs on a single worker. Deviations
are artificially introduced by yield thd(); the deviation
probability D is calculated by n/N , where n ULTs uniformly
selected out of N ULTs yield once. We used a lightweight
private pool [11] to minimize overheads of pool operations.
In the microbenchmark, the set of N fork-join operations
was repeated 219 /N times and obtained the average of the
execution time. The result of RtC is at n = 0 (i.e., D = 0%)
because RtC cannot yield. We ran this microbenchmark 50
times on Skylake, KNL, POWER8, and ARM64.
4.1.1 Performance with Different Deviation Probabilities
Figure 22 shows the results with various D values where N
is fixed to 4,096 in order to see how the deviation probability
affects the threading overheads. For better visibility, we
separate results by scheduling type; Figure 22a shows the
parent-first techniques while Fig. 22b plots only the childfirst ones. First, all the results indicate the same performance
trend: SC, SS, and RoC outperformed Full at D = 0%
because these dynamic promotion techniques alleviate the
context management overheads when no deviation takes
place. In the case of child-first scheduling, at D = 0% CRoC outperformed C-Full on KNL, POWER8, and ARM64
by reducing context-switching overheads, while it degraded
performance on Skylake because of complex control as
we discussed in Section 3.2.2. LSA and ESR (-L and -E)
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TABLE 3
Experimental environments used in the paper.
Name
Processor
Architecture
Frequency
# of sockets
# of cores
# of HWTs
Memory
OS
Compilers

500

Skylake
Intel Xeon Platinum 8180M
Skylake
2.5 GHz
2
56
112
396 GB
Red Hat 7.5
Intel Compiler 17.2.174

Skylake

Cycles
Cycles

400
300
200
100
0
0%

ARM64

600
400
200

0
0
0
25% 50% 75% 100% 0%
25% 50% 75% 100% 0%
25% 50% 75% 100% 0%
25% 50% 75% 100%
Deviation probability (D)
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Fig. 22. Cycles per fork-join with various D values (N = 4,096).

mitigated cache misses at the cost of additional stack management overheads, with elevated performance overall. The
performance of SS-L and SC was close to that of RtC, but
these threading techniques have programming constraints
as discussed in Section 3.

4.1.2 Performance with Different Numbers of ULTs
With the same microbenchmark, we examined the effect of
the dynamic promotion techniques by varying ULT counts
(N ) while fixing D to 0% and 100%. Figure 23 shows forkjoin overheads with different N . Overall the performance
trend is the same; at D = 0% the dynamic promotion
techniques (SC, SS, RoC, and C-RoC) are faster than fully
fledged techniques (Full and C-Full). With smaller N , however, LSA and ESR (-L and -E) are insignificant because
stack accesses hit caches without LSA and ESR; on the contrary, decoupling the management of thread descriptors and
stacks negatively affects the performance even at D = 0%.
The results indicate that if only few ULTs are used in the
runtime, LSA and ESR do not contribute to performance improvement and possibly just impose additional overheads.

On the other hand, at a larger D, SC, SS, RoC, and CRoC were slower than the traditional fully fledged techniques (Full and C-Full) because the dynamic promotion
techniques lose their advantages and become extra overheads. LSA and ESR (-L and -E) further degraded the
performance since they no longer promote stack reuse and
result in additional overheads to manage thread descriptors
and stacks independently.
Although there is a fundamental scheduling difference
between parent- and child-first techniques, the results of
corresponding techniques (e.g., RoC and C-RoC) are similar because the expensive context-switching operations are
common; in terms of context-switching overheads, there is
no significant performance difference between parent- and
child-first scheduling, while the applicability of dynamic
promotion techniques is limited in the child-first cases.
We note that, as pointed out by vast literature (e.g., [40],
[41], and [42]), the scheduling policies have been known to
affect the application performance. KMeans and ExaFMM in
our evaluation showcase the difference in application-level
performance, while in both cases the dynamic promotion
methods enhance performance by reducing threading overheads.

4.1.3 Performance on Different Architectures
The effectiveness of the dynamic promotion techniques
varies on different architectures. Figure 22a and Figure 22b
indicate that KNL shows the largest performance difference at D = 0%; the gaps between Full and RtC are
1.7x, 3.8x, 2.4x, and 2.2x while speedups of C-RoC-E over
C-Full are 1.4x, 2.0x, 1.3x, and 1.3x on Skylake, KNL,
POWER8, and ARM64, respectively. This difference comes
from the design of KNL. In comparison with Skylake, which
is a general-purpose Intel CPU, in spite of the identical
calling convention, KNL showed a larger gap because of
its throughput-oriented architecture; KNL poorly performs
pointer-based operations with many branches and noncontiguous memory accesses, both of which highly impact
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the context-switching performance. The context-switching
overhead on POWER8 is also high. For example, at D = 0%
and N = 128, the performance gap between Full and RtC
is 2.7x while the gaps of Skylake, KNL, and ARM64 are
between 1.9x and 2.2x. Context switching on POWER8 is
costly because more instructions are required to save its
larger context; the context size of POWER8 is as large as
528 bytes because its ABI marks more registers as calleesaved [31]. In contrast, the size of x86/64 and ARMv8-A
is only 64 bytes and 176 bytes, respectively [26], [30]. We
observe that the dynamic promotion techniques are more
effective on architectures that are throughput oriented or
have a large context.
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(d) Child-first scheduling (D = 100%)
Fig. 23. Cycles per fork-join with various numbers of ULTs (D is fixed to either 0% or 100%).
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Fig. 24. Total memory consumption on Skylake where N = 65,536.

Results of the other machines were almost identical and
hence are omitted. Figure 24 shows that at smaller D threading techniques with LSA and ESR (Full-L, RoC-L, SS-L,
C-Full-E, and C-RoC-E) significantly reduced the memory
footprint by reusing a stack, as do RtC and SC. On the
other hand, methods without stack reuse always consumed
about 1 GB (equal to the stack size (16 KB) multiplied by
N = 65,536). Although the modern hardware has abundant

4.1.4 Memory Usage with Different Deviation Probabilities
We measured the memory usage of each threading technique to evaluate the impact of stack reuse. We ran the
same benchmark with various D values where N is fixed to
65,536. Figure 24 shows the maximum memory consumption on Skylake obtained with ru maxrss of getrusage().
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OpenMP-Parallelized KMeans

OpenMP is one of the most widely used parallel programing systems for multithreading. OpenMP offers threads
and tasks as yieldable parallel units (i.e., barrier and
taskyield10 ), so they were created as fully fledged threads
in ULT-based OpenMP systems [6], [46], [47]. However,
not all OpenMP threads and tasks encounter deviations
in real programs (e.g., no task scheduling during execution). The dynamic promotion techniques are expected to
improve performance when deviations rarely happen. We
used OpenMP-parallelized KMeans for evaluation.
KMeans is a machine learning algorithm that partitions
N data points into K clusters. Our benchmark is based on
the KMeans implementation found in NU-MineBench [48].
In the KMeans algorithm, a point is considered belonging
to a cluster with the nearest center. The algorithm first
randomly distributes each center of K clusters and repeats
updating the cluster centers to the centroids of their points
until the positions of the centers get stable enough. The
computation of the new centroids is parallelized by a simple
method adopted by Chabbi et al. [49]; in our benchmark,
each of N ULTs is associated with a data point and updates
the partial sum of the centroid of the nearest cluster. At the
end of an iteration a master ULT sums up the partial results.
The partial sums are shared among workers, so the updates
are protected by locks to avoid data race.
To control the lock granularity, we artificially change the
number of replications per cluster, which we denote by r.
When r = 1, each cluster has one partial sum protected by
a corresponding lock, so any attempt to update the partial
sum of the same cluster incurs lock contention. Creating
multiple partial sums increases the reduction cost at the
end of iterations but alleviates contention. When r > 1,
every cluster has r partial sums each of which is accessed
by only r/W workers, where W is the number of workers.
Accordingly, no contention occurs if r = W .
The kernel of KMeans was parallelized with OpenMP by
a nested parallel loop; the outer loop creates W OpenMP
threads each of which spawns N/W tasks in the inner
loop. An Argobots-based OpenMP runtime library called
BOLT [50] maps OpenMP threads and tasks to ULTs. We
used KNL for the evaluation, so W was set to 64 in this
benchmark. We built the program with Intel compilers,11
while we needed to apply manual vectorization to the
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memory resources, this difference can be more significant
when the stack size is set to a large value or more ULTs are
created. In such a case, dynamic promotion techniques with
LSA and ESR would be beneficial.
We evaluated the overheads of the threading techniques with a microbenchmark. The following evaluates the
benefits of the dynamic promotion techniques with three
fine-grained parallel applications: KMeans, ExaFMM, and
Graph500. These applications utilize a context switch to efficiently schedule other ready work when currently running
ULTs need to wait for locks, completions of other ULTs, or
communications.

(b) Child-first scheduling
Fig. 25. Throughput of KMeans using 64 cores. The ratio of promoted
ULTs is calculated by dividing the number of promoted ULTs by the
number of created ULTs during execution. We obtain these results with
SC for parent-first scheduling and C-RoC-E for child-first scheduling.
Other dynamic promotion techniques show similar results.

compute kernel to exploit SIMD units in KNL. We used
the first 10% data of KDD Cup 1999 [51]; our experiment
classifies N = 5.0×105 points, each of which has 41 floatingpoint features,12 into K = 24 clusters as instructed by the
original problem statement. We changed r from 1 to 64 and
measured the performance with different ULT types.
To exploit better locality, we set the OpenMP’s close
affinity for the parent-first threading techniques. The affinity
of ULTs can be implemented by limiting the access of
a specific pool; BOLT implements the OpenMP’s affinity
by limiting ULTs associated with OpenMP threads to be
scheduled by a specific worker associated with a specific
core [50]. Although this strategy works well in a parent-first
case, such an affinity setting inhibits dynamic load balancing
in a child-first case. Consider a case where r is 64 and no
deviation happens in innermost ULTs (an inner OpenMP
tasks). Under the child-first scheduling policy, not a child
ULT but a parent ULT (i.e., an outer OpenMP thread) is
made stealable. Because of the affinity setting, however, a
parent ULT cannot be scheduled other than by a specific
worker, disabling dynamic load balancing across workers.
Thus, we disabled the affinity setting for the child-first
threading techniques.
Figure 25 shows the average throughputs of 64 executions each of which repeats the KMeans algorithm five times
after a warm-up (one execution). An increase in replicates
alleviates lock contention and reduces the deviation probability, elevating overall performance. At a larger r, LSA and
ESR (-L and -E) enhances performance. Reducing contextswitching overheads (SC, SS-L, RoC-L, and C-RoC-E) further improves throughputs. With fewer replicates, fully
fledged techniques perform better, but the absolute performance is worse because of significant lock contention. The
results show that the dynamic promotion techniques speed
up programs if deviations happen infrequently, whereas the
threading overheads often get negligible when deviations
are frequent because the causes of deviation become the
performance bottleneck. We also note that although the

10
The specification allows no operation for taskyield [43], while
several studies pointed out the usefulness of yieldable tasks [44], [45].
In this benchmark, we assume tasks yield at taskyield.
11
BOLT is a runtime library compatible with LLVM and Intel
OpenMP compilers, so the compiler modification is unnecessary.

12

13

We arbitrarily map string-typed values to floating-point values.

dynamic promotion methods improve performance with
both parent- and child-first scheduling policies, the KMeans
algorithm prefers parent-first scheduling because it suits the
OpenMP’s affinity setting.
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Fig. 26. Relative performance of ExaFMM on KNL. The baseline is the
performance of Full with a single worker.
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Fig. 27. Traversed edges per second of Graph500 using 1,024 cores.

k -ary tree approximately 1 − k1 % of ULTs are leaves;13 and
therefore if no deviation happens in leaf ULTs (e.g., no
yielding), D is approximately k1 %. The results in Fig. 22
show that the dynamic promotion techniques perform better
than the fully fledged threads when D is less than 30 to 50%.
Because D is at most 50% (k = 2), the dynamic promotion
techniques are beneficial in most cases.

4.3 ExaFMM
ExaFMM [52] is a highly optimized O(N ) N-Body solver
using a fast multiple method. In the kernel, a tree is traversed in a divide-and-conquer manner, and leaf nodes
calculate the actual forces. Recursive divide-and-conquer
task parallelism has been known to efficiently parallelize
the ExaFMM kernel [53]. Deviations can happen while
waiting for completion of child ULTs, but they never occur in leaf nodes because they just perform computation
without synchronization. The most efficient solution seems
mapping leaf nodes to RtC and internal nodes to non-RtC
ULTs. However, this optimization requires identifying leaf
ULTs on creation, which is not only cumbersome but also
expensive if the leaf condition is complicated. The dynamic
promotion techniques alleviate the programmers’ burden
without hurting performance.
We ran ExaFMM ten times on KNL with --ncrit 16
-t 0.15 -P 4 --dual -n 524288 as arguments. As the
number of workers changed, we adjusted --nspawn to keep
the number of created ULTs per worker constant (within 5%
of error) while --nspawn 256 was set with 64 workers. We
measured the performance of the tree traversal where the
program spends more than 90% of the total execution time.
We manually vectorized the compute kernels to efficiently
utilize SIMD units in KNL. To reduce internal nodes, we
changed the way of work decomposition and collapsed
internal nodes in the traverse tree while keeping the computation of leaf nodes.
Figure 26 presents the performance of ExaFMM with different numbers of workers. Since the deviation probability
is low (regardless of the number of workers, approximately
1.5% of ULTs are dynamically promoted), the dynamic promotion techniques achieved better performance. LSA and
ESR (-L and -E) improved performance with 64 workers. Reduction of context-switching overheads contributes to a 9%
speedup for parent-first (SC over Full-L) and 2% for childfirst scheduling (C-RoC-E over C-Full-E). This ExaFMM
showcases the merit of child-first scheduling; the child-first
methods overall perform better than the parent-first ones
because child-first scheduling can efficiently exploit locality
when parallelism is deep and narrow [12].
We note that the dynamic promotion techniques are
suitable for divide-and-conquer recursive parallelism; in a

4.4

Distributed Graph500

Graph500 [54] is a well-known benchmark that traverses a
distributed graph in a breadth-first manner. Our Graph500
is based on the reference implementation of MPI+Thread
found in [55]. Since each process has only a part of the whole
graph, interprocess communication is necessary in order
to visit vertices in remote subgraphs. Specifically, in each
iteration, every process repeats visiting adjacent vertices. A
process can update a vertex if locally owned, while it needs
to send a message to another process if the vertex exists in
a remote node. In order to avoid the finest communication,
message aggregation is commonly adopted. Each process
has buffers associated with all the target ranks to store
visit messages; messages are sent only when a buffer gets
full and thus needs to be flushed. Because the bottleneck
of Graph500 is communication, hybrid parallelism is often
used to reduce the intranode communication overheads.
MPI+Thread, where ULT is used as Thread, has been studied to exploit fine-grained communication on a distributed
system [56], [57], because a ULT can efficiently switch to
another ULT when an MPI function blocks. We note that the
current state-of-the-art MPI+Thread implementation [58]
sometimes acquires a lock even in nonblocking MPI calls
(e.g., MPI Isend() and MPI Test()) since MPI functions need
to periodically handle global progress for active messages
and nonblocking collectives, which is typically protected
by a global lock. The dynamic promotion techniques are
expected to reduce overheads in cases where ULTs do not
call an MPI function or happen to avoid lock contentions in
the MPI runtime.
13
Denote the number of internal nodes in a task tree N and the
number of leaf nodes n. When N = 1, (N, n) is (1, k). Because 1 leaf
can be replaced with 1 internal node and k leaves, (N, n) becomes
(N, N (k − 1) + 1). Hence, the ratio of leaf ULTs is calculated as Nn
≈
+n
1 − k1 with a larger N .
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We parallelized the Graph500 implementation in [55]
with Argobots and evaluated the performance over
Argobots-aware MPICH [58]. We associated one visit with a
ULT to focus on threading overheads. A buffer length B is
a parameter to control the communication granularity; with
a larger B , more memory is consumed, but more messages
are aggregated. We set a scale factor to 26, so the whole
graph over nodes consists of 226 vertices. We executed this
benchmark on 16 KNLs described in Table 4. We spawned a
single MPI process per node, each of which ran 64 workers,
so 1,024 workers were used in total. Figure 27 shows the
averages of ten times execution. In this setting, the ratio of
promoted ULTs is less than 1.0%, highlighting the efficacy
of the dynamic promotion techniques. The fully fledged
(Full and C-Full) techniques should perform better with
extremely small B and higher deviation probability, while
the communication overheads would mask their benefit.

4.5

R ELATED W ORK

Although numerous parallel systems have adopted ULTs as
an implementation of lightweight parallel units, the focus
of the past papers on ULT-based systems is not a threading
technique but other components such as programmability,
usability, portability, abstraction, and other performance optimizations such as scheduling and thread pool implementations. The performance comparison between these parallel
systems measured only the overall performance [60], [61]
and fundamentally lacked a detailed performance analysis
of threading techniques. This section describes notable work
out of countless studies on ULTs from the aspect of userlevel threading techniques.
Fully Fledged Threads: Fully fledged threads are widely
used to implement ULTs with full threading capabilities.
For example, Qthreads [4], Nanos++ [5], Converse [7],
MassiveThreads [10], and Argobots [11] are well-known
threading libraries that use fully fledged threads. Their stack
management policies are different, however. For example,
Converse 6.9.0, MassiveThreads 1.00, and Argobots 1.0rc2
employ a parent-first fully fledged ULT without LSA while
Qthreads 1.15 and Nanos++ 0.15 implement it with LSA.
MassiveThreads 1.00 also supports a child-first thread,
which is implemented with ESR. The trade-off disclosed by
this paper would be helpful for these runtimes to choose
the best thread implementation based on their assuming
workloads. Evaluating the performance impact of choosing
the optimal technique in these libraries is lifted as our future
work.
Saving Registers: We did not evaluate techniques that
do not change stacks but only save registers, but some
previous studies including LazyThreads [36], StackThreads/MP [37], [38], and Fibril [39] proposed such techniques for
child-first scheduling. Cilk 1.0-3 over Tapir/LLVM [62] is an
actively developed multitasking framework that adopts this
idea. Their approaches assume the following premises:
1. All local variables in the stack are addressed by a frame
pointer instead of a stack pointer.
2. The call stack is not dynamically grown after a function
prologue.
3. All threads are joined in a function that creates them
(i.e., fully strict computation [22]).
Under these premises, a parent can call a child function
on top of the parent stack after saving (or clobbering) calleesaved registers. The algorithm works as follows. If no work
stealing happens, the child just returns to the parent. When
another worker steals the parent ULT, the thief worker
restores the original registers while setting a newly allocated
stack to a stack pointer and resumes the parent on top of the
new stack. Premise 1 guarantees that spaces for all local
variables have already been allocated or reserved before
the child invocation and these locations are referenced by
a frame pointer. Premise 2 assures no stack growth, so a
parent thread will not erode the stack used by the child
thread. We note that premise 2 allows function calls because
the stack address of a new function is based on a stack
pointer. Premise 3, which narrows the expressiveness of
parallelization, is required in order to prevent the caller
of the parent ULT from overwriting the stack of the child
thread prior to the completion of a child.
However, premises 1 and 2 require compiler
modifications, and therefore StackThreads/MP [38],

How to Choose the Best Threading Technique

This paper investigated several user-level threading techniques that have different performance characteristics and
programming constraints. As all the threading techniques
can coexist in a single library, users and developers can
choose the suitable techniques from Table 1 for their assuming workloads. Practically, the first decision should be a
choice of either parent- or child-first scheduling. As demonstrated in our evaluation, parent-first scheduling tends to
perform better for shallow parallelism (e.g., loop parallelism
in KMeans) while a child-first scheduling is preferred when
the parallelism is deep and nested (e.g., divide-and-conquer
parallelism in ExaFMM). More sophisticated strategy would
be a mixed scheduling policy [59], which is out of scope of
this work. The optimal technique under a specific scheduling policy should be chosen based on scenarios regarding
the number of created ULTs, typical deviation probability,
and required threading capabilities, all of which depend on
their algorithms, machines, and inputs.
If the user has no idea about the application behavior, we
recommend RoC-L for parent-first scheduling or C-RoC-E
for child-first scheduling; they perform well at low deviation probability with minimum memory footprint while
retaining all the threading capabilities. Nevertheless, among
fully capable threads, these two do not always perform the
best. When deviation probability is high, they are slower
than Full and C-Full. As we have seen in the evaluation,
however, when deviations are frequent, threading overheads often become negligible because events that cause
deviations (e.g., lock contention and blocking communication) hide the benefit of lightweight threads. RoC and CRoC also outperform RoC-L and C-RoC-E when deviations
rarely happen, and fewer ULTs are used because LSA and
ESR are not effective when stack accesses hit caches. Although our microbenchmark uses an empty function for a
thread function, real thread functions are likely to require
larger function stacks for computation, rendering LSA and
ESR more beneficial. We recommend RoC-L or C-RoC-E in
general, but the most promising approach is the automatic
selection of the best threading techniques, which is one
direction of our future work.
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LazyThreads [36], and Cilk [20] modified a compiler.
Yang and Mellor-Crummey [39] tried to avoid
compiler modifications by adding a GCC compiler
flag, -fno-omit-frame-pointer, but it does not guarantee
premise 1. Unfortunately, the current popular C compilers
do not provide a flag that guarantees premises 1 and 2.
These techniques are not evaluated in this paper because
our work targets threading techniques without compiler
modifications.

makrishnan et al. [66] proposed MultiMLton, which allows
relocation of function stacks. This technique might be applicable to functional languages, but it can hardly support
C/C++ programs. Cilk-M [21] enables stack copying by
modifying OS to expose the same address space so that
a pointer reference to a call stack is valid after copying a
stack. This technique requires OS modification. Tascell [67]
is a compiler-based technique adopting a lazy task creation policy. This technique invokes threads in a sequential
manner and lazily creates logical threads if necessary by
backtracking call stacks. Acar et al. [18] propose a threading
technique that lazily creates parallel threads at a heartbeat.
This method requires the cactus stack implementation [36],
which breaks the interoperability with precompiled libraries
and thus is not suitable for a generic threading library.

Stack Separation: Some studies have proposed methods
that omit register manipulations but change only the stacks.
Their approaches are different from ours in that a thread
invocation function adopts a special calling convention that
only marks registers for a stack pointer and an instruction
address as callee-saved (e.g., Intel CilkPlus [63]). This approach can be seen as a technique that utilizes a calling
convention to save all the necessary registers (including
registers marked as callee-saved in widely adopted ABIs).
This approach requires patching a compiler to recognize
a custom calling convention, whereas neither SS nor SS-L
requires compiler modification.

6

C ONCLUDING R EMARKS

This work extensively explores user-level threading techniques that are suitable for threading libraries from the
viewpoint of threading overheads. Our in-depth instructionand cache-level analysis of twelve methods revealed their
performance characteristics and programming constraints.
We found that deviation inhibits the run-to-completion execution of thread and highly impacts fork-join overheads.
We implemented all the techniques in the same runtime
system and evaluated fork-join overheads on Skylake, KNL,
POWER8, and ARM64 architectures. Our evaluation with
a microbenchmark and three fine-grained applications indicates that the dynamic promotion techniques that defer
the context management show the best trade-off between
fork-join overheads and programming constraints when the
chances of deviation are low.
Our quest is a comprehensive understanding of the
design and implementation for lightweight threading libraries. This work solely investigates fork-join performance.
Arguably, other factors including schedulers and thread
pools are known to highly affect the overall performance.
Investigating their design and performance is our future
work.

Scheduler Creation: A few parallel systems have
adopted the scheduler creation technique. Chores [32] and
Wool [33] are parent-first threading libraries that utilized
this method to reduce threading overheads. Concurrent
Cilk [34] is a child-first threading library that adopted this
technique to implement a yield feature in Intel CilkPlus [64].
The past work, however, solely implemented the scheduler
creation technique and thus lacked performance comparison
and analysis of programming constraints. We also note that
their approaches specially handle ULTs that encountered
deviations, so promoted ULTs are differently scheduled
from unpromoted ULTs. Our techniques uniformly schedule
all ULTs including promoted SC threads.
Run-to-Completion Threads: Numerous runtime systems including Filaments [9], Qthreads [4],14 and Argobots [11] support a run-to-completion thread in order to
eliminate all the cost associated with user-level context
switch. OpenMP task implementations found in the popular
OpenMP runtimes [1], [2], [3] and task in Intel TBB [65]
are essentially classified as RtC threads but not “run to
completion” in a narrow sense because they can wait for
the completion of children.
In general, RtC is lightweight and easy to implement,
but its constraint significantly limits the applicability because it cannot perform a context switch at an arbitrary
point. Several papers have argued yieldable threads in nonyieldable threading packages from performance and programmability perspectives. For example, Zakian et al. [34]
showed that a yield operation in Cilk [20] enables efficient
blocking communication and synchronization while several
papers on OpenMP [44], [45] reported the same benefits of
yieldable OpenMP tasks. Graph500 in our evaluation is a
good example that RtC cannot execute; removing a yield
operation from a polling loop in the MPI runtime might
cause a deadlock.
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